UAV Sensor Fusion with Latent-Dynamic Conditional Random Fields in Coronal Plane Estimation
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Abstract

We present a real-time body orientation estimation in a micro-Unmanned Air Vehicle video stream. This work is part of a fully autonomous UAV system which can maneuver to face a single individual in challenging outdoor environments. Our body orientation estimation consists of the following steps: (a) obtaining a set of visual appearance models for each body orientation, where each model is tagged with a set of scene information (obtained from sensors); (b) exploiting the mutual information of on-board sensors using latent-dynamic conditional random fields (LDCRF); (c) Characterizing each visual appearance model with the most discriminative sensor information; (d) fast estimation of body orientation during the test flights given the LDCRF parameters and the corresponding sensor readings. The key aspects of our approach is to add sparsity to the sensor readings with latent variables followed by long range dependency analysis. Experimental results obtained over real-time video streams demonstrate a significant improvement in both speed (15 fps) and accuracy (72%) compared to the state of the art techniques that only rely on visual data. Video demonstration of our autonomous flights (both from ground view and aerial view) are included in the supplementary material.

Index Terms: micro-UAV, CRF, LDCRF, Coronal Plane, P-N learning, CRF Features, Cliques

1. Introduction

Robust human and robot interaction (HRI) methods are of essence in everyday activities. The performance of HRI systems relies heavily on accurate estimation of body orientation [3, 11]. A crucial requirement for active visual in-
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Figure 1: Overview of our UAV task. The visual appearance of each body orientation is characterized using latent-dynamic conditional random fields (LDCRF) over the scene characteristics. The scene characteristics are obtained from the UAV telemetry. Once the coronal plane is detected, the UAV automatically maneuvers to face the user.
ing the relevant low-level features/descriptors such as SIFT, HOG, Haar or local receptive, and applying classification schemes such as SVM or random forests or boosting methods [29, 8, 30, 4, 15, 10]. Some techniques articulate the “head” and “body orientation” to approximate the direction a person is facing. Others have leveraged prior information such as body shape to boost their performance [16, 14]. Researchers have also considered the relationship of head with respect to body in order to address this problem [7, 13, 5]. Given the nature of aerial videos (Figure 2); visual features alone are inadequate to distinguish between different appearance models (see results in section 4). However, as we demonstrate in the following, using visual appearance models together with scene context—as measured by the various non-visual sensors on-board the UAV, can significantly improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness. In our specific application, as illustrated in Figure 1, we infer the subject’s coronal plane\(^1\) in order to maintain the UAV position in front of the person.

In order to obtain a fast and robust visual appearance model of the user, many researchers have considered a set of positive and negative samples to retrain their model [23, 6, 17, 9]. Our approach is to use the P-N learning technique [20] where the models are template-based and in conjunction with the feedback mechanism introduced in [20], appearance models can be updated continuously during object tracking. However, a major shortcoming in the UAV application context is the requirement to evaluate a large number of templates over all possible body orientations for each scene characteristics. Instead, we propose to build a probabilistic framework using latent-dynamic conditional random fields (LDCRF) over the sensors to exploit the scene context and limit the search space. Specifically, the scene context include: Altitude (A), Gimbal Angle (G), UAV Magnetic Heading (H), Time of the Day (T), and GPS Location (L). The intuition is that visual appearance can vary significantly from one scene context to another, and this side information can facilitate the identification process. For example, when the Sun is behind a person, the silhouette of the person is significantly darker compared to a different viewing direction or if the same body orientation is observed from two different angles the visual appearance of the body looks very different (Figure 6). Atomic sources of information (A,G,H,T,L) and their combinations (i.e. factors) each contain a degree of information that influence the appearance models. From a graphical model perspective, the influence of each factor can be measured by the gain obtained in the likelihood models. In this paper, the mutual information between factors is measured in CRF framework. The CRF features are dynamically selected and weighted as new observations could potentially change the learned relationships. We regulate the computational complexity vs. likelihood gains using the Akaike Information Criterion [2]. During the test flight, the scene information is given by telemetry at no additional computational cost and is used to efficiently select the best model from a large set of potential candidates.

\(^1\)The coronal plane is the physiological plane that splits a body into two parts: front and back and extends from top (head) to bottom (feet).
1.1. Contribution Summary

The main contributions of this work are:
1. Introducing a new technique that links the non-visual sensor information to the visual appearance of an object.
2. Exploiting the sensor information with LDCRF where high order interactions are evaluated using Akaiake Information Criterion.
3. Present an autonomous UAV system capable of estimating the coronal plane based on scene characteristics and navigating the UAV to the frontal view.

2. Problem Statement

Let us consider an image patch \( s^t \), which is obtained from a person-bounding box at \( t \)th instance. Each image patch \( s^t \) is synchronized with a set of telemetry data \( x^t \) s.t. \( x^t = \{ x_1^t, x_2^t, ..., x_M^t \} \). Given an instance \( t \), our goal is to identify the label \( y^t \) corresponding to the body orientation with respect to the UAV camera. This can be formulated as maximizing the correlation between the observation and a stored visual appearance template,

\[
\hat{y} = \arg\max_{y' \in \mathcal{Y}} n(s)^T n(\mu_{s,y'}, y) \tag{1}
\]

where \( \mu_{s,y} \) is a template based appearance model given the label \( y \), and \( n(\cdot) \) is used to normalize the window size between the template and the image patch. The visual appearance models are generated every few frames. This leads to a large number of models to select from during the test flight. Since every model has a corresponding telemetry associated to it, the model selection can be projected over the telemetry data. Given the telemetry data observed at the scene, the goal then is to find an instance within the training set where the scene characteristics are most similar. Not all telemetry data components contribute equally to the model selection process and they are not mutually independent either given a label. In the following we propose an algorithm based on latent-dynamic conditional random fields (LDCRF) to model the implicit dependencies on the telemetry data towards efficient subset selection of visual appearance models (Figure 4).

3. Model Selection with LDCRF

Conditional random fields (CRFs) [22] are convenient models to encode dependencies in undirected graphical models. The power of CRF models rely upon the quantity and quality of feature functions. We briefly describe the template-based appearance model followed by a general formulation of CRF over the sensor data. The performance of CRF model is improved by adding latent variables \( h_i \) to each local observation \( x_i \), where the range of possible states are significantly reduced. Next, we dynamically select discriminative feature functions and hence the associated visual appearance models using the Akaiake information criterion [2].

3.1. Visual Appearance Model with P-N Learning

We create a visual appearance model \( \mu_{s,y} \) for each image patch \( s^t \) and characterize each model with the corresponding \( x^t \). The visual appearance model \( \mu_{s,y} \) consists of a few positive and negative patches obtained from the vicinity of the bounding box similar to [18]. The accurate selection of positive and negative patches are crucial to the quality of each model. Hence, each positive and negative samples are evaluated with P-N learning technique [19] to minimize the error. During test flight, given the observation \( (s, x) \), we first select the top candidate models for each label (the selection process is described in section 3.5) and among those that are selected, the appearance model that has the highest correlation with \( s \) determines the final label \( \hat{y} \), as discussed in equation (1).

3.2. CRF Model to Exploit Telemetry

Consider a graphical model \( G = (V, E) \), where \( V \) is a set of \( M \) nodes, each corresponding to a particular telemetry measure \( x_i \). \( E \) is a set of edges between different cliques. The cliques are defined with any combination of telemetry information \( x_i \). Figure 5 illustrate the range of possible cliques in different colors. The relationship modelling in CRFs are typically limited to the second order interactions due to intractable inference techniques. However, in our case with only 5 measurements we are able to exploit all possible combinations with tractable inference. The UAV
telemetry information consists of Altitude ($x_1$), Gimbal-Angle ($x_2$), Time-of-Day ($x_4$), Magnetic-Heading ($x_4$), and GPS-Location ($x_5$). Our objective here is to exploit the mutual information within ($x_i$) to characterise each model given the labels (i.e. body orientation). This can be written as,

$$p(y|x; \theta) = \frac{1}{Z(x)} \prod_{c \in C} \Phi_c(y, x; \theta)$$

(2)

where the clique potentials $\Phi_c(y, x)$ are non-negative real values obtained from the feature functions of each clique and the normalizing term $Z(x)$, also referred as the partition function, is defined as $Z(x|\theta) = \sum_y \prod_{c \in C} \Phi_c(y, x; \theta)$. Each clique potential is factorized over a set of feature functions $f_{c,k}(.)$, where $k$ is the index of feature functions in the clique $c$. The significance of each feature function is reflected in their parameters $\theta_{c,k}$. In the standard CRF terminology, the potentials are written as:

$$\Phi_c(y, x; \theta) = \exp\left(\sum_k \theta_{c,k} f_{c,k}(y, x)\right)$$

(3)

The value of each parameter $\theta_{c,k}$ is directly influenced by the sparsity of the data (i.e. $x$). Increasing the sparsity improves the expressive power of CRF structures, which is also the underlying rational in the case of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) or Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN). Literature has repeatedly shown that adding a set of latent variables can improve performance due to added sparsity (e.g. [26, 25]). In the next section, we also expand the formulation of CRF by assigning a single latent variable $h_i$ to each node $x_i$ such that $h_i = \Omega(x_i)$, where $\Omega(.)$ is an arbitrary mapping function used to add sparsity.

### 3.3. Increasing Sparsity with Latent CRF

One of the main advantages of CRF models is the flexibility of feature functions. Any possible pattern over the latent states can be considered. However, if the observed information is densely distributed, the feature functions tend to impose lesser discriminative value. In the case of telemetry information the scope of each local observation is too large. For instance the latitudes and longitudes obtained from the GPS node (i.e. $x_5$) is dense at less than a meter resolution. Formulating a dependency model over such a dense distribution is clearly ineffective. Instead, we introduce latent variables $h_i$ to each node $x_i$ such that $h_i = \Omega(x_i)$. The mapping function $\Omega(.)$ is arbitrary (e.g. clustering, rule-based techniques). In our setup we cluster each local observation with a predefined number of clusters. For instance the local variable $x_1$, which corresponds to the height above the ground (in centimeters) is assigned to the nearest meters. We now define our latent CRF framework similar to [26, 25, 27, 28]. Consider a set of latent variables $h = \{h_1, ..., h_M\}$, where each latent variable $h_i$ is obtained from observation $x_i$ given an arbitrary mapping function. We rewrite the conditional probability given in equation (2) as follows:

$$P(y, h|x; \Lambda) = \frac{1}{Z(x; \Lambda)} \prod_{c \in C} \Psi_c(y, h, x; \Lambda)$$

(4)

Where, $\Lambda = \{\lambda_1, ..., \lambda_M\}$ and the partition function is now summed over all latent variables as well, i.e.

$$Z(x; \Lambda) = \sum_h \prod_{c \in C} \Psi_c(h, x; \Lambda)$$

The parameter set $\Lambda$ are estimated over the latent states, whereas $\theta$ in equation (2) corresponded to the parameters of feature functions over local observations $x$. Summing the joint distribution given in equation (4) over all latent variables the conditional probability $P(y|x; \Lambda)$ is obtained as:

$$P(y|x; \Lambda) = \sum_h P(y, h|x; \Lambda)$$

(5)

The potentials $\Psi_c$ are computed differently depending on the feature functions of each clique. The feature functions $f_{c,k}$ are defined over $M$ different range of dependencies. The first order (unary potentials) are given by:

$$\Psi_{c_1}(y, h, x; \Lambda) = \exp\left\{ \sum_{k \in k_{c_1}} \lambda_{c_1}^{(y)} f_{c_1}(y, h_i, x_i) \right\}$$

(6)

where $k_{c_1}$ is a set of feature indexes for the unary parameters. The higher order feature functions are based on transition probabilities. There is one edge for every pairwise interactions and $\binom{M}{n}$ edges for interactions across the cliques.
of \( n \) nodes, i.e.

\[
\Psi_{e_n}(y, h, x; \Lambda) = \exp \left\{ \sum_{k \in k_{e_n}} \lambda_k^n f_k^n(y, h_{1\ldots n}, x_{1\ldots n}) \right\}
\]

(7)

where, \( k_{e_n} \) is a set of feature indexes of interaction parameters across \( n \) nodes.

The main drawback of long range dependency analysis is that the CRF models are not easily scalable despite the fact that a particular set of states may highly be discriminative in deciding whether an object pattern exists or not. If the decision boundaries are too complex, the only way to discriminate the labels is to project the problem into a higher dimension where longer range of dependencies are considered. Let us consider an example to clarify the significance of some long range dependencies: Consider a UAV flight at 7 am, heading toward east at a GPS location close to earth’s equator. In this scenario the sun is directly pointing at the camera and therefore the objects appear very dark (Figure 6). On the other hand, if the UAV is facing toward west in the same scenario the objects appear very bright and clear (Figure 6). Selecting the correct model (based on template) in this scenario without having prior knowledge of the scene is challenging. The time, heading, and location information alone are not the most discriminative information, however, when they are combined in one clique, the discriminative power of that clique increases significantly. In the next subsection we induce and evaluate all possible features during the training to search for such discriminative features.

3.4. Inducing Features based on Akaike Information Criterion

In section 3.3 we used latent conditional random fields (LCRF) to increase the sparsity of local observations and hence the expressive power of the features. However, the main question still remains, “Which features to pick?”.

In order to answer this question we use the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) which promotes features that improve the conditional log-likelihood of the data and penalizes the features that are over fitting the model.

The AICc definition is given as follows:

\[
\text{AICc} = 2k - 2\ln(L) + \frac{2k(k + 1)}{n - k - 1}
\]

(8)

where \( k \) is the number of parameters induced at each range of dependencies and \( L \) is the maximum value of the likelihood given the corresponding feature functions. The underlying rational behind AICc is that if we knew the true distribution of the LCRF model, given in equation (4), we could calculate the exact information gain with measures such as Kullback-Leibler divergence. Nonetheless, AICc score measures the relative information gain before and after the feature is induced.

Similar to [24], each feature function \( f_k^n \) is induced efficiently and the optimal parameters \( \Lambda^* \) that maximizes the conditional likelihood of the data is estimated. The AICc is then evaluated with the induced feature and if the AICc score is reduced, the feature is selected, otherwise, it is discarded. The AICc score is asymptotically consistent, which means that the score is minimized for the graph structure \( G \) as the number of samples grows to infinity [21]. The conditional likelihood \( L \) is defined as \( p(y|x; \Lambda) \), which is obtained over the latent states as described in equation (4). In the next section, we describe a gradient ascent technique, where the likelihood \( L \) is maximized with the optimal parameters \( \Lambda^* \), such that \( \Lambda^* = \arg \max_{\Lambda} L(\Lambda) \).

3.5. Parameter Estimation and Inference

In order to estimate the parameters we follow the previous work on CRFs [22] and use the following objective function:

\[
L(\Lambda) = \sum_{i=0}^{T} \log P(y'|h, x'; \Lambda) - \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} ||\Lambda||^2
\]

where the first term is the conditional log-likelihood of the data and the second term is the gaussian prior with variance \( \sigma^2 \). Hence, \( P(\Lambda) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} ||\Lambda||^2 \). We estimate the parameters with the goal of maximizing the conditional likelihood term similar to [26, 25]. We use gradient ascent with BFGS optimization given that the likelihood term for the \( t^{th} \) training sample is efficiently computed as follows:

\[
L'(\Lambda) = \log P(y'|x'; \Lambda) - \log \left( \sum_{y', h} \exp \{ \Psi_c(y', h, x_i; \Lambda) \} \right)
\]

Taking the derivative of \( L'(\Lambda) \) with respect to the unary parameters we get:

\[
\frac{\partial L'(\Lambda)}{\partial \lambda_k^i} = \sum_{i, a} P(h_i = a|y_i, x_i; \Lambda)f_k(i, y_i, a, x_i')
\]

\[
-\sum_{y', a} P(h_i = a, y'|x_i'; \Lambda)f_k(i, y', a, x_i')
\]
The marginal probability of edge features can also be efficiently computed with belief propagation, given that AICc criterion significantly reduces the number of long range features. Once the optimal parameters $A^*$ are known for each label (body orientation) the inference technique involves the following four steps: a) Computing the weighted sum of hidden state clique potentials for each training sample, which is proportional to $\sum_{h,v \in H} P(h|x; \Lambda)$; b) Computing the same weighted sum for the test instance (during real-time flight); c) Selecting the models $\mu^i$ that correspond to the K-nearest training samples; and d) Apply equation (1) to select the label $\hat{y}$ which has the highest visual similarity. In the experimental section we discuss the effect of choosing different $K$.

4. Experiments

In section 3 we proposed a new technique based on LDCRF to characterize the visual appearance of the detected object with the non-visual scene information obtained from the UAV telemetry. Having learned a large number of visual appearance models, the objective is to leverage on scene characteristics to prune the search space of the models. In this section, we evaluate our method in the application of coronal plane estimation, where the task is to recognize the body orientation in a challenging outdoor environment. We first describe the UAV data acquisition procedure. We demonstrate how consistent patterns captured within the telemetry data can improve the visual model selection. The significance of each telemetry combination is evaluated in the LDCRF framework. Our experiments and results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed approach compared to alternative model selection techniques such as CRF, LCRF, and Hamming Distance.

4.1. Dataset

Our dataset is collected over 124 flights. During each flight the UAV follows an octagonal trajectory around each person at different altitudes above the ground, gimbal angle, magnetic heading, location, and time of the Day. During data collection, the person is positioned in the center of a predefined octagon, and the UAV is programmed to follow a precise trajectory in order to obtain eight visual appearances of the person from each corner of the octagon at different telemetry settings. The viewpoint adjustments take place during the UAV transition from one point to another, and the frames collected during the transition are discarded. We use a GoPro camera and sample the images at 15 frame per second (fps) to match the frequency of telemetry readings. The telemetry measures are obtained with Kestrel III autopilot [1]. The full HD uncompressed videos (1920x1080 resolution) and five synchronized telemetry data are then transmitted to the ground with less than 2 ms latency using a low power (5V) PARALINX ARROW HD wireless transmitter which weighs less than 40 grams. The range of our HD wireless transmission is limited to 300ft line-of-sight which is well beyond the constraints posed in our problem statement.

4.2. LDCRF over Telemetry Data

The mutual information between cliques of telemetry data is captured over five hidden states. The scope of each hidden state is as follow: Altitude$[2m - 9m]$ with increments of one meter; Gimbal Angle $[10^\circ - 80^\circ]$ with the increments of $10^\circ$; Heading $[0^\circ - 360^\circ]$ with the increments of $45^\circ$; Location $[1 - 5]$, where each location is separated by an average of two miles; and Time $[6am - 10am]$ with increments of 1 hour. Hence, for each body orientation we have 5 nodes and 26 edges $(\binom{5}{1} + \binom{5}{2} + \binom{5}{3} + \binom{5}{4} + \binom{5}{5})$. However, in order to fully exploit the mutual information, all possible node and edge feature functions needs to be evaluated, which could lead to a very large number (26,331 parameters which includes 34 possible cliques of one, 545 cliques of two, 3032 cliques of three, 9,920 cliques of four and 12,800 cliques of five). Therefore, during the training stage, we induce features one at a time and evaluate how well the model is fit, using AICc score, before including the feature in the model. This leads to more than 98% rejected features. Averaged over eight labels, the mutual information in the telemetry data is modeled with 510 features. Figure 8 shows the minimization of negative log-likelihood with the selected features. The order in which the features of each clique are induced may slightly change this figure but the asymptotic decline stays more or less the same. The average performance shown in Figure 7.
4.3. Performance Comparison (CRF, LCRF, LD-CRF, Hamming Distance)

Given that our main goal is to characterize the visual appearance with non-visual information obtained from the scene, any distance measure between the observed telemetry and the telemetry of available models can be used. We argue that such “distance metrics” require a consideration of higher order interactions. In order to illustrate the importance of higher order interactions we compare our results with the case where we used hamming distance between the telemetry of observed scene and the the associated telemetry of visual appearance models (the distance is computed over the hidden states). Figure 9 shows the ROC curve for the frontal face as a function of \( K \), where \( K \) is the number of selected nearest neighbors. Notice that the correct models are selected much faster (as a function of \( K \)) in the case of LD-CRF. The performance drop in the case of LCRF is due to the noise induced by redundant features and the poor performance of CRF is due to the densely distributed features, which in turn makes the decision boundary more complex.

In the supplementary materials, we include both aerial and ground videos, where the orientation of the user is detected and displayed on every frame in real-time. The synchronized ground coverage illustrates the autonomous flight in which the UAV maneuvers to face the user once the coronal plane is estimated.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a new technique that links the non-visual scene characteristics to the visual appearance model of eight body orientations. We presented an autonomous UAV system capable of estimating the coronal plane of detected person followed by automatic maneuver to face the person. Proposed technique exploits the mutual information among telemetry, using latent-dynamic conditional random fields (LD-CRF), to aid the classification problem with visual appearance models. Mutual information is evaluated over all ranges of dependency and only the most significant information is selected in the model using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Experimental results illustrate the proposed method is fast (15 fps), it achieves an average accuracy of 72% over eight body orientations.
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